An Auction of Paintings
Most of them being from the Collections of Prince Ludovico and General Doushfeld.
Lately brought over and consisting of the Works of

Guido Rhoen.
Rubens.
Hannibal Caratze.
Van-Dyk.
Tizian.
Raphael de Urbis.
Bouyer.
Doe.

Aslar Durer.
Poussin.
Le Brun.
Frances Floras.
De Heem.
Spranger.
Perellea.
Mela.

Hanthorst.
Teniers.
Dekoning.
Segers.
Old Van Stal.
Soft Lawen.
Cornelius Van Harlem.
Rambot, etc.

Will be on Friday and Saturday the 21st. and 22d. of this Instant January, at the V E N D U next Bedford-Gate in Charles-street Covent-Garden, beginning at 4 precisely, and will be sold the fair way according to the course of the Catalogue.

A Large Collection will be continued every Friday following during the Gentry's stay in Town, sold by EDWARD M I L L I N G T O N, where is likewise a Curious Invention of LIGHTS, whereby the PICTURES may be seen as well as by day.

The Conditions of Sale are, none to bid less than sixpence, after one Pound a Shilling; after twenty Pounds five Shillings, if a difference arise, it to put it up again, to pay half a Crown in the Pound down if requir'd, and to fetch them away within three days after they are bought.

(2)

56 Peter denyall a Night-piece by Segers.
57 Mary Magdelin by Van Dyck.
58 A Dog and Monkey well painted. 59 Another ditto.
60 A Flower-piece by a Dutch Master.
61 A Droll by Brueghel. 62 Another ditto.
63 A Country-man and his wife by Hofsteat.
64 A Landskip with an Egadife by Antonius de.
65 Mercury, Venus, and Cupid by Springer.
66 A Turk by a good Master.
67 A Country-man and his wife by Teniers.
68 Two Monkeys after Teniers.
69 A Landskip by Poussin. 70 Another ditto.
71 Another ditto. 72 Another ditto.
73 A Map of England and Italy.
74 A Landskip by Francesco Mela.
75 St. John with a Lamb after Goltzius.
76 A fine piece of Ducks after Cagliarini.
77 A Landskip by a Disciple of Salvator Rose.
78 Another ditto. 79 Another Landskip ditto.
80 Another ditto. 81 An Italian Landskip.
82 A Flower-piece with a China-dish by Frances Ico.
83 A Woman by 23 Italian.
84 A Woman after Christophers Smart.
85 A Woman with an Italian.
86 Moses's own head by himself.
86 Fruit with a Lobster by Deheem.
88 Another Fruit piece by De Heem.
89 A Landskip by an Italian.
90 A small Landskip by a Dutch Master.
91 A Country-Man playing on his Bag-pipes.
92 Another piece ditto.
93 A Landskip well painted. 94 Another ditto.
95 Democritus and Heroditus by an Italian.
96 St. Michael by Scharrett. 97 Another piece ditto.
98 A Face by Sebertain.
99 One blowing a light by Hanthorst.
100 A Head by Van-Dyck. 101 A Head by Rubens.
102 A Fortune as big as the Life by Guido Rhoen.
103 The Fall of Phaethon by Raphael de Urbis.
104 An Old Man reading a letter by Solomon Dukningen.
105 Flowers and Insects by J. Bell.
106 The Virgin Mary and Angels in Copper by Roger.
107 David with the Head of Goliath by Hannibal Caratze.
108 The Fortuing our Savoyre by Persuets.
109 A Sea-Storm by a Piece. 110 A Landskip with the Head.
110 A Woman Head by De Heem.
111 A Mary Magdelin by Hofsteat.
112 A Woman Head by De Heem.
113 Our Savoyr in the Groves by Durer.